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1. Introduction

In recent years, and with the advent of more advanced molecular techniques, a compelling case has been made for more in-depth studies of molecular regulation of lactation, particularly in livestock species [1-3]. One of the underlying premises is that advances in our knowledge of the key control points regulating milk component synthesis in the mammary gland, e.g. milk protein, could only be made through more mechanistic studies focusing not only on large-scale mRNA expression [4] but also on post-translational events, e.g. phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of key proteins. The combination of the accumulated knowledge of regulatory mechanisms of milk protein synthesis in recent years has opened new frontiers where intervention may be made in order to improve milk protein synthesis.

2. Nutrition and milk protein synthesis

The synthesis of proteins requires the constituents of the protein synthesis machinery, as well as the availability of amino acids and a large supply of energy. Protein synthesis and turnover has a high-energy requirement and after ion transport is one of the most energetically costly processes in the cell. This is evidenced by the reduction of protein synthesis and ion transport during anoxic intervals (reviewed in [5]) but also by the decrease of overall protein synthesis as consequence of caloric restriction (reviewed in [6]). In mammals, the basal energy expenditure for maintenance of ion transport and protein re-synthesis has been estimated to be 30-40% and 9-12%, respectively [7].

The need of energy and protein during lactation increases dramatically. In dairy cows there is more than a 5-fold increase in energy and protein requirement from late gestation to lactation [8]. The fractional synthesis rate in the mammary gland of goats increases ca. 7-fold.
from the dry period to lactation, with synthesis of milk protein accounting for ca. 60% of the overall proteins synthesized in that tissue [9]. Recently, the use of more precise measurements has estimated that daily tissue protein synthesis (i.e., non-milk protein in mammary tissue) can represent up to 88% of the total protein synthesized in the goat mammary gland, which uses half of the available ATP supply generated in the lactating udder [10]. In the bovine, there is a 4-fold increase in mRNA translation in lactating tissue compared to non-lactating mammary tissue [11]. The efficiency to transform dietary nitrogen into milk proteins is low (25-30%) [12]. The estimated fractional protein synthesis rate in the goat mammary gland is 42-130% and the turnover of the protein contributes 42-72% of the total (milk included) protein synthesized in the mammary gland [12]. Thus, protein synthesis is a highly active and energetically costly process, with only a minor part of the synthetic machinery apparently being used for production of milk proteins [10].

Milk protein yield is of great significance for the dairy industry. The amount and composition of proteins in milk is largely determined by the genetics of the animal, and is difficult to change through nutrition. However, due to the high requirement of protein synthesis for energy, the milk protein yield can be affected by the energy content in the diet [13]. This has been observed in dairy cows and sheep where energy in the diet was increased or decreased by feed restriction, and both overall protein yield and percentage were affected [14-17]. In the cow the effect is quite consistent. However, in sheep the direct relationship between feed intake and milk protein is not as consistent; for instance, some reports found that feeding a higher energy level compared with a low energy diet resulted in lower milk protein [18, 19]. In rodents, feed restriction significantly decreased milk production, and milk protein yield, but not the percentage of milk protein [20]. Interestingly, feed restriction and, in a more acute way, starvation, decreased mRNA synthesis of genes coding for milk proteins in rats [21]. The mRNA synthesis of those proteins fully recovered by re-feeding, indicating that the regulation of milk protein synthesis is, at the least in part, driven by a transcriptomic adaptation rather than driven only by availability of energy. There is also an inverse relationship between dietary fat content and milk protein production, as observed in dairy cows and sheep (reviewed in [15, 17]). Interestingly, the treatment of lactating animals with trans10,cis12-conjugated linoleic acid (t10,c12-CLA), a long-chain fatty acid (LCFA) with a well-established negative effect on milk fat production [22], increases production of milk and milk protein. This has been observed in grazing dairy cows (i.e., that are considered to have a limited energy intake) [23] and fed-restricted ewes [24]. The increase of milk protein by t10,c12-CLA treatment appears to be associated with a greater metabolizable energy availability due to the decrease of fat synthesis in the mammary gland and other peripheral organs, such as adipose [24, 25]. Overall, all the above reported studies support the large dependence of mammary milk protein synthesis on the availability of energy.

Along with the availability of energy, the availability of amino acids (AA) is critical for mammary protein synthesis. Earlier studies carried out to evaluate the effect of increasing dietary protein of dairy cows have failed to demonstrate a consistent positive effect on milk protein (reviewed in [26]). The rumen contains a large population of active microbes that
use dietary proteins for their own metabolism, changing the composition of the available AA reaching the intestine. Post-ruminal infusion of casein can preserve its high biological value for milk protein synthesis, and theoretically, should provide the optimal composition of AA for milk protein synthesis. Post-ruminal infusion of casein has been reported to result in a general increase in milk protein synthesis [13, 27], however this is accompanied by a decrease in efficiency as the amount of infused protein is increased and resulting in a lower effect compared to dietary energy [27]. In further support of the importance of energy compared to AA supply, abomasal infusion of casein alone failed to increase milk protein yield, while infusion of starch significantly increased milk protein yield [28]. In vitro studies evaluating protein synthesis in bovine mammary acini cultures also indicate an effect of available energy on protein synthesis [29]. All the above studies support a significant role of energy availability for bovine milk protein synthesis and a smaller role for overall AA availability. In contrast, increases in dietary protein results in greater milk and milk protein yield in lactating sows [30].

Nevertheless, the availability of specific AA can be a limiting factor for milk protein synthesis [12, 13]. Among the many AA essential for the lactating bovine mammary gland [13, 28, 31], methionine and lysine are considered the most important [12, 32]. The AA in mammary gland in dairy cows are not solely used for protein synthesis, but also for production of energy through the Krebs cycle [12, 33]. Our recent transcriptomics studies in dairy cattle from pregnancy to lactation support that conclusion [34].

The positive effect of dietary energy on milk protein synthesis is partly a result of the availability of energetic precursors to produce intracellular energy transfer molecules (e.g., ATP, GTP, NADH, and NADPH). Another important role of energy is through the increase in insulin secretion as a consequence of greater dietary energy. A positive role of insulin in milk protein synthesis has long been recognized [35]. A strong positive effect of insulin on yield of milk protein was demonstrated in dairy cattle with chronically elevated insulinemia through the use of hypeinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp experiments (reviewed in [36]). The role of insulin in increasing milk protein is considered problematic in dairy cows due to the dramatic decrease in blood concentration of this hormone at the onset of lactation which remains low for at least the first two months post-partum [37], a period which coincides with peak milk yield. However, the pattern of insulinemia during lactation [37] appears to follow the pattern of milk protein concentration [4]. Recently, insulin has been demonstrated to play a key role in milk protein synthesis both in mice [38] and dairy cows [39]. Our own studies also support a pivotal role of insulin in milk protein synthesis [4]. The potential mechanisms are discussed in more detail in Section 5.

In summary, milk protein synthesis can be fine-tuned by nutrition through increased availability of metabolized energy (e.g., by feeding t10,c12-CLA besides increasing energy content in the diet and/or food intake) and specific AA. Metabolizable energy appears to be the most important factor through provision of energetic precursors for the protein synthesis process, but also through increasing insulin (and perhaps also insulin-like growth factor 1, see below), which in turn positively affect the protein synthesis signaling network.
3. Transcriptomics: a novel approach to study biology

The classically-considered transcripts (i.e., mRNA; that reflected the classical transcriptome until the discovery of large transcription of non-coding RNAs) encode genetic information about proteins; thus, the changes in expression of the genes making up the transcriptome can exert major influences on physiological functions. The transcriptomics in biology has expanded our knowledge at an unprecedented pace, and essentially forced the scientific community to embrace the notion of holism as it relates to animal function. The term “functional genomics” is generally defined as the study of the functions of genes, related proteins, and activity (i.e., metabolomics) [40]. Most of the functional genomics studies have been carried out using transcriptomics with the intent, besides determining/confirming functions of genes, to infer biological adaptation, i.e., by comparing the transcriptome in different conditions it is possible to infer the biological adaptation of cells, tissue, or organs. The study of the transcriptome has classically being carried out via DNA microarray technology, and more recently, via Next Generation Sequencing. The latter, while relatively new, appears to be replacing microarrays as the tool of choice for functional genomics studies in livestock [41]. Both approaches allow the simultaneous monitoring of the expression of most or, particularly for the latter, the entire transcriptome in tissues or cells. Currently-available types of microarray platforms include cDNA microarrays (usually pure products from PCR amplification of cDNA and EST clones that are 100 – 2,000 nucleotides long), oligonucleotide microarrays (60-70 nucleotides per DNA synthesized from single-stranded probes on the basis of sequence information in databases), and commercial platforms such as the Affymetrix GeneChips (35-200 nucleotides per DNA) or the Agilent whole-transcriptome microarray.

The so-called “bottom-up” or “top-down” approaches have been used successfully in model organisms to study the metabolic behavior at the cellular level. Whereas, the bottom-up approach relies on developing automated tools based on a mathematical model, the top-down approach encompasses data processing from ‘omics’ studies to pathways and individual genes of an organism [42]. In essence, the cell can be approached from both bottom to top (universality) or from top to bottom (organism specificity) equally well, i.e., from molecules to the scale-free networks or modules, or moving from a network scale-free and hierarchical nature to organism-specific modules [43].

The top-down approach originates from the transcriptome experimental data and information used to reconstruct metabolic models. This approach can help to unravel biological behavior and underlying interactions using ‘omics’ data which can be obtained via DNA microarrays [44], RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) [45] or other genome-enabled technologies. The flow of information in the top-down approach occurs from transcriptome and proteome to flux-balanced metabolic pathways [46]. This approach aims to discover new functional aspects of cellular behavior from the ‘omics’ data sets through the standard top-down methodologies. By default, this approach covers the whole genome, thus, it is considered as a “potentially complete” approach, i.e., it deals with all the genome-wide transcriptomic information [42, 47]. This has been widely used in model organisms during the past 15 years, and resulted in major advancement of regulatory metabolic networks [48].
**Table 1.** Estimated body weight, milk protein composition, and total protein relative to other parameters in several species. Reported are the total proteins and the major protein fractions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Cow</th>
<th>Mouse</th>
<th>Rat</th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Pig</th>
<th>Sheep</th>
<th>Goat</th>
<th>Kangaroo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MG* weight (g)</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk yield (g/d)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry matter (DM) (%)</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g milk/kg BW</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g milk/g MG</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of lactation</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g DM milk/kg BW</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g DM milk/kg MG</td>
<td>198.4</td>
<td>651.1</td>
<td>533.9</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>335.0</td>
<td>260.0</td>
<td>450.0</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parturition/year</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Protein content relative to several other parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>g/day</th>
<th>Cow</th>
<th>Mouse</th>
<th>Rat</th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Pig</th>
<th>Sheep</th>
<th>Goat</th>
<th>Kangaroo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g/day protein synth.**</td>
<td>2196.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>975.1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>241.0</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Milk protein/synth.</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kg/lactation</td>
<td>352.6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kg/lact/kg BW</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kg/day/MG</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>247.8</td>
<td>202.9</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>129.4</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kg/lact/MG</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kg x # Lact/year/kg BW</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimates were made knowing that there is large variation between breed of animals and among human populations; data are based on references [50-63]; **Measured protein synthesis rate (or averaged among different stages of lactation) as reported in reference [64] for pig, [10] for goat, and [65] for mouse. For cows and goats it has been reported that the protein synthesis in mammary gland is between 1.3 to 2.5 the rate of milk protein secretion [12, 66]; thus, for cow an average of 2.0 was used.

Mammary Gland (MG). General references [67, 68]. Specific references for milk composition are: bovine [4, 67, 69], mouse and rat [70-74], human [75], pig [55], sheep and goat [76], and Kangaroo [77-79].
The application of functional genomics and bioinformatics allows for a thorough exploration of the biological complexity of organisms’ tissues [34]. Together, these approaches form part of the systems biology framework, i.e., a way to systematically study the complex interactions in biological systems using a method of integration instead of reduction. One of the goals of applying systems concepts is to discover new emergent properties that may arise from examining the interactions between all components of a system to arrive at an integrated view of how the animal functions. It has been argued previously [3, 49] that application of the systems approach might lead to the discovery of regulatory targets that could be tested further (i.e., model-directed discovery) or help address a broader spectrum of basic and practical applications including interpretation of phenotypic data, metabolic engineering, or interpretation of lactation phenotypes.

4. Expression of genes coding for main milk proteins in lactating mammary gland

4.1. Introduction

The main proteins in milk are caseins and whey proteins (i.e., alpha-lactalbumin, beta-lactoglobulin, whey acidic protein [WAP], albumin, and immunoglobulin; proteins highly enriched in the milk serum after removal of casein). The milk protein content and composition of the main milk proteins with abundance of each of the caseins and whey proteins in several species (when available) is summarized in Table 1.

The milk fat globule membrane (MFGM) is also highly enriched with proteins even though those account for only 1-4% of total protein in the milk [80]. Reinhardt and Lippolis identified 120 proteins in an proteomics analysis of the bovine MFGM [81]. More recently, the same authors have compared the MFGM proteome between colostrum and milk and found 138 proteins in the MFGM [82]. Analysis of two MFGM-enriched milk fractions, a whey protein concentrate (WPC) and a buttermilk protein concentrate (BMP), identified as the major proteins associated with the WPC immunoglobulin k, lactoperoxidase, serpin A1, immunoglobulin lambda light chain variable region (V11a protein), serum albumin, lactoferrin, and CD9; and the most abundant associated with the BMP, besides caseins, were adipophilin, tripartite motif containing 11, and folate receptor [83]. The fraction enriched in BMP known to be part of the MFGM [80, 81], besides adipophilin, were lactadherin (PAS 6/7 or milk fat globule-EGF factor 8 protein or MFGE8), xanthine dehydrogenase, butyrophilin, and fatty acid binding protein [83]. The major MFGM proteins are mostly involved in the milk secretion, particularly the secretion of milk fat globules [84]. There are, however, many proteins present in a minor amount. Among those, of relatively high abundance are CD36 and mucin proteins [80, 81]. While a specific biological role for all the proteins associated with the BMP and WPC has not been clearly defined, it appears that at least some of the latter proteins play a role in the defense mechanisms in the newborn and some appear to be related to human/animal health, particularly lactoferrin [80, 83, 85-87].

We have used the data in Table 1 to estimate the milk protein synthesis rate for the respective species. It is evident that rodents, and particularly mice, have the richest amount of proteins in
milk among the compared species. Compared with cows, mice and rats have more than twice as much milk production per body weight (BW), from 3 to 6-fold more milk production considering the milk solid relative to the BW or weight of mammary gland, and more than 5-fold more milk protein synthesis per weight of mammary gland (Table 1). Therefore, rodents have, compared with cows, an extraordinary milk protein synthesis rate (based on the rough estimate in Table 1, each mammary epithelial cell in the lactating mouse produces and secretes approximately a quarter of its weight in milk protein per day). The mouse has an estimated rate of protein synthesis that is 5-fold greater than that estimated for the cow, and ca. 100-fold greater than estimated for humans (see Table 1). Overall, the monogastrics appear to have on average a greater rate of milk protein synthesis compared with ruminants, although sheep and goats are estimated to have a synthesis rate equal or greater than pigs (Table 1). The estimates offered in Table 1 have to be considered indicative and do not account for the proportion of epithelial cells in the mammary weight and the amount of degraded proteins, thus, those are underestimates of the mammary epithelial milk protein synthesis rates.

Milk yield, milk composition, energy output by lactation, and mammary gland weight for several species were reviewed more than 25 years ago [62, 68]. Some of those same data have been used in the present chapter. In those reviews it was shown that there is a linear correlation between either maternal weight and milk energy yield (i.e., larger the size of the animal greater the milk energy output, with an increase of milk energy output with number of litters), or mammary gland weight with milk yield. Linzell [62] suggested that the milk yield per kg of mammary tissue does not differ between species. Our data reported in Table 1 appear to come to a different conclusion. For instance, for Linzell, the mammary gland weight over BW is slightly lower in the mouse than in the Holstein cow, but our calculation in Table 1 showed that the mammary gland of the mouse is ca. 7% of BW while in high producing dairy cows it is only ca. 4% of BW. The same is true for the productive capacity of the mammary gland. From Linzell, the amount of milk per mass of mammary gland is similar among all species, but, from our calculation (Table 1), rodents have a greater capacity for milk synthesis compared with other species, particularly the high producing dairy cow. Our data, however, are consistent with the known greater uptake of oxygen (i.e., metabolism) in the mammary gland of smaller relative to larger animals (cited in [62]).

4.2. mRNA abundance and expression patterns of transcripts coding for milk proteins

The abundance of the milk proteins (with the exception of albumin, as discussed below) is highly-dependent on the transcription level, with additional important regulatory roles for translational and post-translational modifications [88]. In Figure 1 are reported the temporal patterns of transcription of caseins, alpha-lactalbumin, whey acid protein, and albumin from pregnancy to lactation in two ruminant species (dairy cow [89] and dairy goat [90]), two monogastric species (mouse [91] and pig [92]), and a marsupial (kangaroo; Macropus eugenii [93]). Those were the only microarray datasets publicly available at the time of this writing. In Figure 2 is reported the expression pattern from pregnancy to lactation for other proteins found to be associated with the MFGM, BMP, and/or WPC [80, 81, 83].
The temporal expression pattern of all the casein genes was similar, and was consistent for the two ruminant species, with CSN1S2 followed by the CSN1S1 as the most up-regulated casein genes in both species and with an overall greater up-regulation of casein genes in the cow relative to the goat (Figure 1). Alpha-lactalbumin was similarly up-regulated in all species except kangaroo (Figure 1). Both monogastrics had a large increase in expression of CSN1S2 during lactation, with the mouse having a particularly large increase of the Csn1s2b isoform (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Temporal expression pattern of genes encoding casein alpha-S1, casein alpha-S2 (for mouse the genes are casein alpha s2-like A and casein alpha s2-like B), casein beta, casein kappa (CSN1S1, CSN1S2- (a) and (b) for mouse -, CSN2, and CSN3, respectively), alpha-lactalbumin (LALBA) and albumin (ALB) in dairy cows [89], mouse [91], pig [92], goat [90], and kangaroo (Macropus eugenii; [93]). Dataset, except for dairy cows and kangaroo, was obtained through NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/): GSE14008 for goat, GSE4222 for mouse, and GSE30704 for pig. Data from the Series Matrix File were used. A statistical analysis using a false discovery rate for the overall time effect was run using GeneSpring GX7.. Data for the kangaroo are from [93]; only one isoform of alpha casein was reported. Important whey protein components such as immunoglobulin genes are not reported in the present figure. Expression of beta-lactoglobulin was only reported for the Kangaroo [93]. The relative mRNA abundance between the caseins, LALBA, and ALB is
also reported. Those data should be evaluated with caution because microarray platforms do not provide an absolute abundance value for each mRNA. This is due to technical reasons, such as the fact that the DNA oligos complementary for each cDNA used in the platforms can bind the cDNA with different efficiency and also because the highly expressed proteins can saturate the spot with consequent over-saturation and bleaching during microarray scanning. Despite those limitations, there is a relatively good agreement between the abundance of mRNA and microarray signal (i.e., number of cDNA with dyes bound to the oligos); thus, despite not being absolute, the comparison between microarray signals can be used to provide an initial idea of relative abundance between mRNA species. The high similarity in relative transcript abundance among caseins and between casein genes and alpha-lactalbumin in mammary gland of dairy cows is consistent with transcriptomics analysis of bovine milk somatic cells using the more accurate RNA sequencing technology [94]. In the figure are reported the relative percentage of the signal of the genes of interest compared to CSN1S1 or Csn1s1. For the kangaroo, the percentage of beta-lactoglobulin mRNA compared to CSN1S1 is also reported, and for the mouse, the relative abundance of Csn1s2a is reported (the Csn1s2b mRNA abundance is 47.5% of Csn1s1). The lack of data for some genes is a consequence of the absence of the respective oligos on the microarray. The gene symbols of the legend are in capital and italic as should be reported for cow, pig, and goat. Gene symbols for the mouse should be only first capital letter and not italic. All genes were deemed to be significantly affected by time with a false discovery rate < 0.10 [95] based on analysis using GeneSpring GX7 (Agilent). Exception was the ALB for the pig. For the kangaroo and the goat it was not possible to obtain the statistical data.

The other caseins, despite being significantly affected by time, were not highly up-regulated by lactation in those species. Also, the monogastric had a large increase in expression of WAP especially for pig, where the increase in expression was proportional to LALBA (Figure 1). The relative mRNA abundance of WAP appears to be as high as or higher than caseins in monogastric, particularly in the mouse (Figure 1).

In the kangaroo all transcripts coding for caseins had a greater increase in expression compared with LALBA which was up-regulated but only in a small magnitude during lactation in this species. The low importance of alpha-lactalbumin in this species has been previously established and its presence in milk does not change throughout lactation [78]. This is in line with the relatively low amount of lactose in the milk of the kangaroo [78, 96, 97].

It has been considered for a long time that the albumin present in bovine milk, which is probably identical to the serum albumin, is present as a consequence of permeability of the epithelial lining in the mammary gland. However, other evidence suggested that the goat mammary gland is able to synthesize a portion of the milk albumin [98]. Expression of albumin in the bovine mammary gland has been previously reported and studied in dairy cows [99]. Observations of increased albumin expression in mammary tissue explants challenged with lipopolysaccharides, and a higher expression observed in glands with mastitis, have led to the suggestion that albumin may have a role in the innate nonspecific defense system [99]. In all species where albumin mRNA was available (i.e., all except kangaroo, Figure 1) a level of expression was detected by the microarray platforms even though at very low levels compared to the highly abundant milk proteins. Interestingly, even when considering the limitations of the relative abundance between measured genes in Figure 1 (see Figure 1 caption), the dairy cow appears to have a relatively higher expression of ALB compared to the mouse and pig, where it is virtually absent (Figure 1). The
expression of albumin decreased slightly, but significantly, in lactation compared to pregnancy in dairy cows (Figure 1). Milk content of albumin decreases rapidly during the first month of lactation, followed by a slight but steady increase up to 6 months of lactation, then rapidly decreasing reaching a nadir at around 200 day in milk [100]. The gene expression data support a basic, although low, expression of albumin in the mammary gland, however, the importance of this expression in the lactating gland is unclear.

The pattern in expression of the other major proteins in milk during pregnancy and lactation in several species is shown in Figure 2. Among the genes coding for proteins highly enriched in the WPC, mostly involved in the innate immune response [101], the data clearly shows that the mouse and pig have a large increase in expression of only lactoferrin (LTF), while the goat has a large increase in expression only for lactoperoxidase and a decrease in expression of LTF (Figure 2). Those data appear to be supported by an increase of milk lactoperoxidase content through lactation in goat [102]. Dairy cows have a moderate, although consistent, increase only for the genes coding for lactoperoxidase and lactoferrin (Figure 2). Collectively, those data might indicate an overall increase in the innate immune response of the mammary gland during lactation [103] and/or an increase in milk antimicrobial activity in all species during lactation. It appears that the goat, mouse and pig have a higher antimicrobial activity in the milk due to the spike of specific activities (i.e., lactoperoxidase in goat and lactoferrin in monogastric). However, despite the lack of change in expression of LTF from early to peak lactation (Figure 2), the amount of lactoferrin in milk of sows has been reported to peak during colostrogenesis and to decrease thereafter [104], while in the cow lactoferrin concentration in milk has been reported to both increase [105] or decrease [100] as lactation progress.

The expression in the mammary gland of milk proteins related to BMP and/or MFGM (Figure 2) indicates an overall higher increase in expression in the bovine mammary gland compared to the other species evaluated. In particular, there is a large expression of FABP3. The FABP3 is also called mammary-derived growth inhibitor because it has been known to be highly abundant in the bovine mammary gland [106] and has a high affinity for long-chain fatty acids (LCFA), particularly saturated LCFA. This protein may have a dual role in the mammary gland for the synthesis of milk fat, participating in the transfer of LCFA during triacylglycerol synthesis and carrying LCFA into the nucleus for activation of nuclear receptors such as peroxisome proliferator-activated gamma (PPARγ). The latter nuclear receptor has been suggested to be partly responsible for the transcription of milk fat synthesis-related genes [69]. Expression of FABP3 was significantly affected by stage of lactation in all species. Other BMP proteins for which the expression was generally increased in all species (expect the pig, due to their absence in the microarray platform) are butyrophilin and xanthine dehydrogenase, considered to have a pivotal role in milk fat secretion [69, 81]. Interestingly, the genes coding for the proteins reported to be among the most abundant in milk after casein and whey proteins [80, 83] all showed an increase in expression during lactation.

The above observations support the importance of transcriptional regulation of the milk proteins, as also previously suggested for dairy cows [34]. However, some of the data (e.g.,
patterns of expression and milk content of LTF in sows) might indicate that the abundance of some of the most enriched proteins in milk is regulated post-translationally, as previously shown [88].

Figure 2. Temporal expression of genes coding for major proteins found in whey protein concentrate (WPC; upper panels) and in the buttermilk protein concentrate (BMP; lower panels) [83]. Data are for Holstein dairy cows [89], Saanen or Alpine goats [90], FVB mice [91] and Large white sows [92]. Data were recovered and treated as reported in the legend for Figure 1. Symbols of the genes denote LPO = lactoperoxidase; SERPINA1 = serpin peptidase inhibitor, clade A (alpha-1 antiproteinase, antitrypsin), member 1; IGLL1 = immunoglobulin lambda-like polypeptide 1; LTF = lactoferrin; and CD9 = CD9 molecule for the genes coding for the WPC related-proteins. Symbol of the genes denote PLIN2 = perilipin 2 or adipophilin; TRIM11 = tripartite motif containing 11; FOLR1 and FOLR2 = folate receptor 1 and 2; MFGES = milk fat globule-EGF factor 8 protein or lactadherin; XDH = xanthine dehydrogenase; BTN1A1 = butyrophilin; and FABP3 = fatty acid binding protein 3 for the genes coding for the BMP related-proteins. The ones in bold font are major MFGM proteins in the BMP fraction. With a FDR<0.10 as cut-off for overall time effect, all genes were significantly affected in mouse, while in the pig CD9, FOLR2, IGLL1, SERPINA1 and XDH and in the cow TRIM11 and IGLL1 were not significantly affected by time. It was not possible to obtain the statistical data for the kangaroo and the goat.

4.3. Regulation of milk protein expression

It is well-established, at the least in rodents and ruminants, that hormones such as prolactin, growth hormone, insulin, insulin-like growth factor, thyroid hormone, parathyroid hormone, oxytocin, placental lactogen, and glucocorticoids are important, if not essential, in the regulation of lactation and some play an essential role in milk protein expression with noteworthy differences between species [107-109]. For instance in rats, prolactin concentration in plasma increases significantly just before parturition and remains high for the entire lactation [110], accompanied also by a concomitant increase in prolactin receptor [111] which appears similar to the pattern of prolactin receptor in mouse mammary during
lactation [112]. In contrast, prolactin concentration in dairy cows increases dramatically at the onset of lactation and decreases afterwards to levels observed prior parturition, and prolactin receptor expression does not increase [4].

However, the prolactin concentration is acutely increased by suckling or milking in all species. One large difference between bovine and mouse is the frequency of milk removal. In general, in mouse pups suckle every 20 min [113] (ca. 72 times/day) while in suckling beef calves (which can be considered the “natural” milk removal in cattle) the frequency is between 3-5 sucklings/day with 5-10 min per suckling [114]. Dairy cows in conventional farms are milked 2-3 times a day with an average of ca. 5 min/milking [115]. Therefore, in species like the pig, mouse, and rat the higher prolactin concentration is likely due to short intervals pattern of nursing, while in ruminant the low prolactin concentration might be due to the longer nursing intervals. Interestingly, even though most of the lactogenic hormones are present in a relatively high concentration prior parturition, the drop in blood progesterone is essential in order to allow lactogenesis to proceed [108], highlighting the pivotal role of this hormone.

Several transcription factors control expression of the major milk proteins, particularly for caseins [107]. The caseins genes are all present on one chromosome (e.g., chromosome 6 for bovine and chromosome 5 for mouse) and in a cluster of single-copy genes [116]. The alpha- and beta-caseins have highly conserved regulatory motifs, while kappa-casein, even though the expression pattern is similar to the other caseins (especially in dairy cows, see Figure 1 as example), does not have similarly conserved regulatory motifs. Most of the investigation in regulation of milk protein expression have been concentrated on beta-casein and WAP in mice [107]. The regulatory motifs found to affect the expression of milk proteins have been reviewed more than a decade ago [107]. At that time it was well-established that the response element for signal transducer and activator of transcription 5 (STAT5), CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP) beta (CEBPB), and glucocorticoid receptor (GR) were essential for inducing transcription of beta-casein and nuclear factor 1 (NF1) was essential for inducing transcription of WAP [107]. The Yin and Yang 1 protein (YY1) instead has a well-known negative effect on beta-casein expression [107]. More recently, octamer-binding transcription factor 1 (Oct1; official gene symbol is Pou2f1) was found to be involved in the expression of beta-casein in the mouse mammary gland [117]. Glucocorticoid receptor and STAT5 cooperate through a protein-protein interaction for the induction of beta-casein expression [reviewed in [118]]. Interestingly, using a genetically modified mouse where it was possible to repress the Stat5a expression in the mammary gland during lactation, the repression of Stat5a expression negatively affected the transcription of Wap and Lalba, but not Csn2 [119].

An important role for the control of casein expression appears to be played by the extracellular matrix (ECM) and cell-to-cell adhesion. More than two decades ago it was clearly shown that ECM affects epithelial cell differentiation and function [120]. Cellular interaction with ECM is necessary in order for prolactin to activate STAT5 (reviewed in [107]). This role of ECM in regulation of CSN1S1 expression in rabbit mammary epithelial cells occurs by modifying chromatin structure through the laminin-integrins interaction and
signaling [121]. The same work showed that, contrary to previously reported studies in mice, the ECM in rabbit epithelial cells activates expression of casein through a mechanism independent from STAT5 or CEBPB. In fact they showed an increase of histone acetylation (i.e., dissociation of histone from DNA allowing the latter to be accessible for transcription factors and polymerase) by the ECM. Very recently it was demonstrated that the RhoA- Rho kinase -myosin II pathway, involved in stress fiber formation, cellular contractility, cell migration, and polarity, has a negative effect on the activation of STAT5 by prolactin in mouse mammary epithelial cells [122]. The same study showed that mammary epithelial cells cultured on plastic or collagen I have a large activation of such pathways and, as a consequence, the stimulation of casein expression by prolactin is strongly impaired.

It is well-known that epithelial cells cultured on plastic do not express or produce caseins [123] but when they are cultured in 3D they regain the ability to express and secrete casein, as seen in porcine primary mammary epithelial cells [124]. Bovine mammary epithelial MAC-T cell line cultured on plastic expresses and releases a low amount of casein into the media [125, 126]; however, the amount released is often below the limit of detection [127]. When MAC-T cells are cultivated on a floating collagen gel the expression and production of casein is augmented dramatically [127]. Interestingly, the addition in the media of growth hormone (besides the presence of the insulin, prolactin, and hydrocortisone, the essential cocktail for milk protein synthesis) strongly induces the expression of casein and alpha-lactalbumin genes in MAC-T cells cultured on plastic with enhanced cell adherence capacity [126], partly contrasting with the findings supporting the importance of ECM (or 3D structure) for the expression of caseins. The dissimilarity also may be due to species differences. In the bovine, STAT5 responds to prolactin and other lactogenic growth factors and its activity increases during lactation mostly due to phosphorylation [128, 129]. However, in the bovine mammary gland when compared to the rodent, the role of STAT5 in controlling milk protein expression through the Jak2-Stat5 signaling pathway appears to be weak at best [130], highlighting a difference between the bovine and the mouse in protein synthesis regulation. It has been proposed that the transcription factor E74-like factor 5 (ELF5), a co-regulator of the STAT5 signaling and a mammary epithelial specific ELF gene, can compensate for the lack of prolactin signaling in inducing lactation and, particularly, milk protein synthesis in mice [131, 132]. Recent data in dairy cows showed a large increase in expression of ELF5 during lactation supporting a major role of this transcription factor in controlling milk protein synthesis, considering that prolactin in this species is higher only at the onset of lactation [4]. In a study carried out in lactating rats, deficiency of prolactin and growth hormone was not as effective in shutting down the expression of casein genes as the removal of the suckling pups suggesting that other local factors are essential and more potent than endocrine in controlling milk synthesis in this species [133]. In mouse mammary epithelial cells the presence of laminin-rich basement membrane (i.e. ECM) was sufficient to induce expression of casein genes without the addition of any growth factor, highlighting the essential role of integrins [123, 134]. Interestingly, in goat mammary tissue in vivo and in vitro disruption of cell junctions strongly reduced milk yield and expression of casein and alpha-lactalbumin [135].
It also has been demonstrated that the expression of milk proteins is strongly under epigenetic regulation (reviewed in [136]). Among several epigenetic mechanisms known (reviewed in [137]) the studies in mammary gland have primarily focused on DNA methylation. The methylation of DNA represses the transcription of genes by two mechanisms, by a steric impediment for the transcription factors to bind to their binding sites or through recruiting methyl-CpG binding proteins that, by engaging additional proteins involved in compacting the DNA, renders the DNA inaccessible for the polymerase [137]. The promoter region of casein genes is hypo-methylated in the mammary gland but hyper-methylated in other tissues. Similarly, the STAT5 promoter region is also hypo-methylated in the mammary gland [137]. Interestingly, the methylation status of the casein promoter region is affected by inflammation in the mammary gland. In regard to epigenetic, an active field of research now is the role of hereditary epigenetic patterns and fetal reprogramming in dairy cows and how those account for the performance of the animal, (reviewed in [137]) including expression of genes encoding major milk proteins.

Overall the findings reported above indicate that the regulation of milk protein synthesis is complex and multiple factors work in concert to bring about full activation of expression of genes coding for major milk proteins. The endocrine and mechanical cues independently stimulate expression of a plethora of genes involved in mammary differentiation and lactation in mice; but, apparently, the combination of those cues are more important in stimulating the expression of caseins, xanthine oxidoreductase, and several genes involved in milk protein synthesis, as well as genes coding for proteins involved in packaging and transport [138]. Finally, the recognized differences among species prompts a call for caution when extrapolating findings in one species to another [139].

Studies about regulation of other minor milk proteins are limited. For instance lactoferrin expression is known to be induced during mastitis (e.g., [140]) and lactoferrin expression increases dramatically after treatment of mammary epithelial cells with bacteria lipopolysaccharides or double stranded RNA through PKC, NF-kappaB, and MAPK pathways [141]. Transcript abundance of LTF is also under control of a specific miRNA (miR-214) [142]. Beta-lactoglobulin in sheep is regulated by the milk protein binding factor (MPBF/Stat5) [143]. The MPBF mediates the prolactin signal transduction in the lactating mammary gland by binding to gamma-interferon activation site DNA elements [144]. Finally, butyrophilin expression appears to be strongly under the control of Akt1 [145]. The Akt genes are serine-threonine protein kinase with a role in multiple pathways, including insulin signaling. The Akt proteins are essential for milk synthesis, as shown by the lack of production of all main milk components in Akt1 and Akt2-deficient mice [146]. The role of the three known Akt isoforms is different in the mammary gland, with Akt1 being the most important for lactogenesis [147].

In summary, the data presented in Figures 1 and 2, together with the understanding we have so far about the regulation in expression of milk protein, support a model were milk protein genes are coordinately expressed by concerted action of several hormones, cell-to-cell interaction, basement membrane, and ECM components. Those act ultimately through signaling pathways (e.g., Jak-STAT, insulin) that activate transcription factors (e.g., GR, STAT5, CEBPB, MPBF) that in turn drive increased expression of genes. There are likely
complex interactions among those factors that still need to be studied in detail. A more complete picture may be obtained by investigating all the above factors simultaneously. This may be achieved using system biology approaches.

5. Networks encompassing insulin signaling and mTOR control milk protein synthesis: the missing link with nutrition

5.1. Introduction

As described above, milk protein synthesis is sensitive to energy level in the diet probably due to the increase in insulin and energy available for the costly process of assembling amino acids into proteins. A role for insulin in milk protein synthesis was suggested to be only indirect [108]. This suggestion made sense considering that blood insulin drops substantially during late pregnancy-early lactation. This hormonal pattern is relatively consistent in cattle [4, 148], sheep [149] and rats [150]. Despite the decrease of insulin, a role of this hormone in synthesis of the main milk constituents, particularly protein and lactose, in the bovine mammary gland was proposed more than 40 years ago [35]. Recent work has demonstrated a pivotal role of insulin in regulating milk protein synthesis both in the cow [39] and mouse [38].

5.2. How insulin affects milk protein synthesis

The mechanisms of insulin in regulating milk protein synthesis can be multiple, direct and indirect; however, the major activity of insulin occurs at two main steps of milk protein synthesis. The first step involves the control of gene expression of milk proteins and the second involves the regulation of translation. For the former, it is well-known that insulin has a strong positive role in activation of STAT5 through increase phosphorylation of the transcription factor [151]. In addition, expression of ELF5, the gene coding for a co-activator and amplifier of STAT5 signaling (see above), is induced by insulin in cattle and mouse mammary tissues [38, 39]. Those are direct or indirect effects of insulin on control of milk protein expression through STAT5-ELF5. The second role for insulin controlling milk protein synthesis is by regulating amount of translation via the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway.

5.3. Role of mTOR on regulation of protein synthesis: brief overview

A master role of mTOR (particularly mTORC1 among the two mTOR complexes) in the regulation of protein synthesis, particularly translation, in all tissues of mammals has been well defined [152]. A simplified model of the role of mTOR in protein synthesis is summarized in Figure 3.

Protein synthesis is basically inhibited by the association of the un-phosphorylated eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E binding protein 1 (4EBP1) with the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E (eIF4E), preventing the formation of the translation initiation complex. The increase in insulin signaling increases specific phosphorylation of mTOR. This
Figure 3. Simplified model of milk protein synthesis regulation by insulin-mTOR pathways (see detailed model in [4]). Green arrows denote activation or positive effect; dashed arrows denote either transport or indirect effect on transcription. Red cap flat lines denote inhibition. Phosphorylation is denoted by a round orange shape. When the mTOR complex is not activated the non-phosphorylated eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E binding protein 1 (4E-BP1) binds eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E (eIF4E) preventing protein synthesis. The mTOR complex is formed and activated by phosphorylation through the insulin signaling and enhanced by amino acids (particularly Leu). When the mTOR complex is activated it phosphorylates 4E-BP1 at multiple sites which results in release of the eIF4E. Once released, eIF4E forms a complex with other eukaryotic translation initiation factors that in turn bind the 40S ribosomal subunit initiating translation. The mTOR also induces translation by two additional mechanisms: indirectly activating the 40S ribosomal subunit through phosphorylation of RPS6-p70-protein kinase (p70^S6K) that in turn phosphorylates the RPS6 enhancing its activity (RPS6 is part of the 40S complex and the increase in RPS6 activity increase 40S complex activity as well); and indirectly preventing the inhibition of the translation elongation. The activity of mTOR complex is inhibited by the dimer formed by the two tuberous sclerosis (TSC1 and TSC2) proteins. The TSC complex is directly inhibited by insulin. Among others, the TSC complex is activated by AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK). The latter is induced by low level of energy (i.e., higher AMP). The level of energy in mammary is mostly determined by glucose and AA availability to be metabolized into the TCA cycle. Thus, the increase in glucose import (availability of energy) can prevent inhibition of protein synthesis by inhibiting AMPK. At the same time, the activation of mTOR complex increases expression of glucose transporter GLUT1. In addition, mTOR appears to directly induce the mitochondrial ATP synthesis. The activation of transcription of milk protein synthesis by Jak2-Stat5 is also reported, where binding of prolactin and insulin to their receptors induces the phosphorylation of STAT5. Upon phosphorylation, STAT5 dimers translocate to the nucleus and induce transcription of several genes including ELF5 and genes coding for milk proteins. ELF5 protein enhance the activity of STAT5
increasing transcription of milk protein genes. Vertical arrows denote increased gene expression of components of reported protein complexes during lactation in bovine as observed in [4]. Vertical green arrows denote protein complex with likely increase in abundance during lactation which activity increases protein synthesis. Vertical red arrows denote protein complex with likely increase in abundance during lactation which activity inhibits protein synthesis.

activates the formation of the mTOR complex that in turn phosphorylates 4EBP1 at multiple sites allowing release of eIF4E. Once released, eIF4E forms the translation initiation complex with other translation initiation factors. The complete translation initiation complex then binds the 40S ribosomal subunit forming the 43S pre-initiation complex and initiate translation of mRNA into protein [153]. Besides the above described mechanism, the activated mTOR complex enhances translation by additional mechanisms. A first mechanism is the increase activation of the 40S ribosomal subunit through phosphorylation of the ribosomal protein S6 kinase (S6K1) which in turn phosphorylates the ribosomal protein S6 (RP56, a component of the 40S ribosomal subunit) enhancing its activity. A second mechanism is the inhibition through phosphorylation of the eukaryotic elongation factor-2 kinase (EEF2K). The active un-phosphorylated EEF2K inhibits translation by hindering the activity of the elongation factor 2 (eEF2); thus, inhibition of EEF2K frees eEF2 thereby boosting translation. A third mechanism is through an increase of cellular energy production by enhancing expression of glucose transporter 1 and some of the AA transporters, and by improving mitochondrial ATP synthesis [154]. This in turn provides energy in the form of ATP for the translation but also prevents the inhibition of mTOR through the AMPK (see below).

The mTOR complex is chiefly inhibited by the tuberous sclerosis (TSC) complex [152, 155]. The TSC complex is activated by several factors in coordination with AMPK [152, 156, 157]. The latter is activated by AMP level and the amount of AMP is determined by low intracellular energy level (i.e., higher AMP). The AMPK increases the TSC complex phosphorylation activating it and, consequently, inhibiting mTOR complex [158].

Interestingly, the mTOR complex is indirectly activated by AA, particularly leucine [153]. Besides activation of mTOR, leucine enhances overall protein synthesis via additional mechanisms [153, 159, 160].

5.4. How insulin and mTOR cross-talk control translation of milk protein

Several lines of evidence support a pivotal role of mTOR in milk protein synthesis in mice and cows (some of the studies carried out in cows are summarized in Table 2). Toerien and Cant measured phosphorylation status and abundance of several mTOR-related proteins in bovine mammary tissue and observed that lactating compared to non-lactating bovine mammary tissue is characterized by a higher abundance of eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 alpha (eIF2α) protein, eIF4E protein, and the 4EBP1-eIF4E complex, percentage of eIF4E protein in the 4EBP1-eIF4E complex, and phosphorylation of RPS6 compared to non-lactating bovine mammary [161]. Bovine mammary acini cultured in lactogenic hormones and in a nutrient-rich medium (i.e., high glucose and 4-fold the concentration of amino acids
Table 2. Published molecular studies of bovine mammary milk protein synthesis regulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecular branch studied</th>
<th>Tissue or cell type</th>
<th>Main objective*</th>
<th>Main conclusions*</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protein phosphorylation</td>
<td>Mammary tissue biopsy</td>
<td>Role of dietary AA and starch fed to lactating cows on MPS</td>
<td>mTOR and RPS6K phosphorylation is enhanced by starch and AA</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein phosphorylation</td>
<td>MacT cells</td>
<td>Role of the level of essential AA availability and insulin on phosphorylation of several mTOR pathways proteins and MPS</td>
<td>Essential AA enhance MPS rate by enhancing phosphorylation of 4EBP1 and eEF2</td>
<td>[169]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein phosphorylation</td>
<td>MacT cells</td>
<td>Role of specific essential AA on phosphorylation and MPS</td>
<td>Phosphorylation of mTOR and RPS6K decreases in the absence of leucine and isoleucine, and leads to lower protein synthesis rate</td>
<td>[165]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein phosphorylation</td>
<td>Mammary tissue</td>
<td>Role of mRNA translation on MPS regulation</td>
<td>Lactating mammary tissue is associated with greater expression of RPS6, RPS6K, and eEF isoforms, thus, they play a key role in MPS</td>
<td>[161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein Phosphorylation</td>
<td>Mammary tissue biopsy</td>
<td>Role of mTOR signaling in nutritional regulation of MPS</td>
<td>Intravenous essential AA and glucose infusion enhance MPS via increased phosphorylation of mTOR</td>
<td>[164]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein phosphorylation</td>
<td>Primary mammary epithelial cells</td>
<td>Role of mTOR signaling in nutritional and hormonal regulation of MPS</td>
<td>Nutrients and hormones are capable of regulating MPS through phosphorylation of the mTOR signaling pathway</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein phosphorylation</td>
<td>MacT cells</td>
<td>Role of IGF-1 on mTOR phosphorylation and regulation of MPS</td>
<td>Exogenous IGF-1 increased RPS6K and mTOR phosphorylation and stimulated global protein synthesis</td>
<td>[168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRNA expression</td>
<td>Mammary tissue biopsy</td>
<td>Expression profile of the gene networks associated with mammary protein synthesis during the lactation cycle</td>
<td>Regulation of mammary protein synthesis during lactation occurs via mTOR and involves adaptations in insulin signaling, glucose transport, and amino acid uptake.</td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Amino acid(s) = AA; MPS = milk protein synthesis
found in plasma of well-fed cows) had an increase of S6K1 and 4EBP1 phosphorylation and dissociation between 4EBP1 and eIF2E [29]. Mixtures of all AA or Leu alone in medium strongly affects synthesis of beta-lactoglobulin in mammary epithelial cells of the mouse and the cow, with all AA being more potent than Leu alone [162]. The latter study demonstrated that synthesis of beta-lactoglobulin in bovine cells was associated with phosphorylation of 4EBP1 and S6K1 and that the major effect on protein synthesis of all AA or Leu was through mTOR. Media containing Leu increased milk protein synthesis, while Lys, His, Thr, or the combination of those AA decreased milk protein synthesis up to 65% via dephosphorylation of S6K1[163]. Infusion of His and Met+Lys did not depress milk protein synthesis in bovine mammary tissue and Leu infusion only had a numerical increase in protein synthesis, but Leu and Met+Lys increased phosphorylation of S6K1 and RPS6 [164]. In the latter study, the infusion of all 10 essential AA plus glucose or glucose alone enhanced milk protein synthesis in dairy cows to the same extent. Both infusions significantly decreased eIF2 phosphorylation but the AA plus glucose also significantly increased phosphorylation of S6K1 and RPS6. This last study highlighted a crucial role for glucose in milk protein synthesis, probably through insulin signaling and not involving mTOR. A positive relationship between mTOR phosphorylation and the fractional protein synthesis rates was also observed in MAC-T cells [165]. The same study showed that leucine and isoleucine are the only AA that significantly increased the phosphorylation of mTOR and S6K1.

The positive response in milk protein synthesis in dairy cows to increasing energy content of the diet is probably elicited through greater phosphorylation of RPS6 by insulin-mTOR signaling as recently demonstrated with abomasal starch infusions [28]. Besides insulin, insulin-like growth factor, growth hormone, leptin, and prolactin appear to increase protein synthesis in bovine mammary through the mTOR pathway [166-168].

5.5. How insulin and mTOR control bovine milk protein synthesis: an overall model suggested by transcriptomics analysis

As also described above, we previously proposed a model detailing the networks of factors involved in the regulation of milk protein synthesis in the bovine through the mTOR signaling pathway [4]. Figure 3 represents a simplified version of the proposed model plus main findings from an experiment performed where expression of genes coding for the main players in the insulin-mTOR signaling and other proteins involved in protein synthesis were measured from pregnancy to end of the subsequent lactation in bovine mammary gland [4]. The bovine mammary gland during lactation had a significant, but rather modest, increase in expression of mTOR (FRAP1), EIF4E, and EEF2, all genes coding for proteins involved in enhancing protein synthesis, but also several genes coding for proteins involved in the negative regulation of protein synthesis were up-regulated, such as one of the 4EBP isoforms (which bind eIF4E) and both TSC genes.

The above observations, together with data from other studies as described above, indicated that the bovine mammary gland during lactation increases slightly the abundance of the
main players in the regulation of translation, however, due to the increase in expression of inhibitors, protein synthesis may be basically inhibited and mostly driven by phosphorylation that activate the proteins involved in the mTOR pathway and other translational-related proteins. Interestingly, we observed a significant increase in expression during lactation of genes coding for several proteins involved in the insulin signaling, such as the insulin receptor and insulin receptor substrate 1, as well genes coding for several of the insulin down-stream factors, such as AKT3 and 3-phosphoinositide dependent protein kinase-1. Those data indicated that insulin signaling capacity is increased overall in mammary during lactation. In addition, we observed a large increase in expression during lactation of several AA transporters, particularly the one transporting branched-chain amino acids and the one related to mTOR activity (e.g., see leucine activity on mTOR above), as well as the three glucose transporters known to be important in bovine mammary [4]. The large increase in expression of those transporters strongly supports the known increase in mammary uptake of glucose and AA during lactation; however, this also suggests that the energy level inside the mammary gland increases, thereby preventing the indirect mTOR inhibition by AMPK (mostly through the use of AA, see [34]).

Collectively, the observations described above allow us to propose that mammary gland protein synthesis is basically inhibited, however the activity of insulin and the increased energy inside the mammary gland on the one hand induces the activity of the mTOR complex and on the other hand prevents its inhibition, with the end result of enhancing translation of genes coding for milk proteins. This model appears to explain many of the findings from other laboratories, as well as the consistent observed increase in milk protein content through energy in the diet (i.e., this augment energy availability and insulinemia). Considering that dairy cattle experience a sort of insulin insensitivity in tissues other than mammary gland during lactation [170], the low level of insulinaemia observed during lactation might be overridden in the mammary tissue by an increase in insulin signaling capacity occurring as a result of increasing abundance of key proteins in the insulin signaling. Besides insulin, as mentioned above, other hormones such as the insulin-like growth factor (IGF1, which is known to decrease during lactation compared to pregnancy in dairy cows) and growth hormone (GH) can enhance the activity of mTOR and, as consequence, milk protein synthesis. Overall the data suggest a system involving insulin (and likely IGF and GH) and mTOR that allows the mammary gland to fine-tune regulate the milk protein synthesis based on energy availability. The sensitivity of mTOR to AA can open up the possibility of increasing milk protein synthesis by providing a large amount of AA, particularly leucine and other branched-chain amino acid, in the diet with the aim of increasing mTOR activity. Studies discussed above provide support for such an approach but the exclusive use of AA in this case is not enough and might be detrimental if there is not also a concomitant increase in energy in the diet in the form of carbohydrates [28]. Contrary to observations in the bovine, there is not significant increase in expression of insulin receptor and FRAP during lactation in the porcine mammary gland [171]; however, phosphorylation studies are not available in this species to provide conclusions about the activity of mTOR during lactation.
One finding from the gene expression experiment mentioned above [4] was the lack of increase and even a decrease in expression of ribosomal proteins. This appears to contradict the overall increase in protein synthesis during lactation compared with pregnancy observed in the ruminant [9, 10, 164], as well the monogastric [65] mammary gland. The use of large transcriptome analyses might provide further clues and allow for development of testable hypotheses.

6. Unbiased transcriptome: novel findings on mammary protein synthesis by large transcriptomics analysis

The mammary gland is one of the tissues that changes the most morphologically and functionally during the lifetime of an active procreative female. The plethora of phenomena happening in this tissue during all the developmental phases make it suitable for study by ‘omics’ technologies; particularly useful has been application of microarray technology to study gene and miRNA expression. Several studies have been published about the use of microarray technologies to investigate transcriptomics adaptation of mammary gland during development, lactation, and involution (some references among others [34, 172-176]). Also the use of microarrays to study the miRNA in mammary gland development has seeing an increase in popularity [177-179].

Recently we have performed a large transcriptomics analysis of the bovine mammary gland from pregnancy to the end of subsequent lactation [34]. For the purpose of providing a functional interpretation of the data we have used the Dynamic Impact Approach (DIA) [89]. This method allows for an interpretation of the impact and the effect (i.e., increase or decrease) on biological functions inferred by the transcriptomics changes. The results of pathways analysis indicated that the most impacted and induced pathways during lactation were related to metabolism, with, among others, an overall increase in the synthesis of lactose, synthesis of lipids, and production of glycans [34]. Interestingly, and unexpectedly, the results indicated that the protein synthesis was not highly impacted and was overall inhibited during lactation. This was mostly due to an overall reduction in expression of ribosomal proteins [34]. However, the data also indicated a large increase of protein export and an increase of protein processing in the endoplasmic reticulum [34]. In order to evaluate if the reduction of overall protein synthesis capacity in mammary tissue during lactation is a unique feature of the bovine or it is also common to other species we have here performed a functional analysis of microarray data generated in mouse [91] and pig mammary tissue [92] during pregnancy and lactation using the DIA and compared with the results of the same analysis carried out in the bovine mammary tissue using data from the above mentioned experiment [34].

The interpretation of the transcriptomics data in the mouse and pig and the comparisons between species face several limitations. For instance the transcriptomics data from mouse and pig can be affected by the large change in proportion between parenchyma and mammary fat pad. In the mouse, the proportion of fat pad can be >60% of the entire mammary gland at the beginning of pregnancy but is <20% at peak lactation, while
epithelial cells may make up 30% and 80% of the tissue, respectively, in the same timeframe [176, 180]. In primiparous gilts there is a decrease of percentage of mammary lipid weight from ca. 90% at the beginning of pregnancy [181] to ca. 45% at the end of lactation [182]. In multiparous dairy cows the change in proportion of fat pad and epithelial tissue is limited with small fluctuations around ca. 75% of epithelial [58, 183]. However, the change in percentage of epithelial tissue during the 2 last days of pregnancy compared to full lactation in the mouse is only about 10% (from ca. 70 to 80%), and in the pig the fat content of the mammary gland decreases only from ca. 60% to ca. 50% from the last 3 weeks prior parturition to peak lactation, indicating that the change in tissue composition has probably a minor effect on the gene expression data in that timeframe.

Figure 4 offers a comparison of the number of differentially expressed genes (DEG) and the DIA results of pathways associated with milk protein synthesis in mouse [91], pig [92], and dairy cow [34] from the end of pregnancy to mid- to late-lactation (peak lactation for pig and cow but midway during a consistent increase in milk yield in mouse). From that comparison the mouse and cow had a greater transcriptomics adaption to lactation relative to the pig. In the mouse, most of the DEG were down-regulated and the application of a 2-fold cut-off clearly indicated that most of the genes highly affected by lactation were down-regulated. In the pig, most of the DEG were up-regulated while in the bovine there was an equivalent number of up- and down-regulated DEG; however, when a 2-fold cut-off was applied in the bovine we observed a larger proportion of DEG with a large change to be up-regulated. Those comparisons suggest that the mouse and bovine mammary glands rely heavily on a change in transcription of a large number of genes in order to initiate, increase, and maintain lactation. Surprisingly, expression of most of the genes in the mouse mammary gland was significantly down-regulated in order to “allow” for lactation, in spite of the relatively large milk production and protein synthesis rate (see above and Table 1). This concept was previously proposed by the analysis of a larger dataset in the mouse [175]. In contrast, the bovine mammary gland requires a large increase in expression of several genes in order to activate lactogenesis. Due to the large number of highly affected down-regulated genes in the mouse, most of the pathways were deemed to be inhibited by the DIA analysis, while in the pig and cow most of the pathways were estimated to be induced (results not shown).

Among the pathways selected for their putative importance in milk protein synthesis the DIA results suggested that the mouse mammary gland was featured by a large decrease of protein degradation, suggested by the ‘Proteasome’ pathway (being one of the 10 most impacted pathways and inhibited in mouse), but also by a decrease in abundance of protein synthesis machinery components as well capacity for charging tRNA with amino acids (see ‘Ribosome’ and ‘Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis’ in Figure 4). Other selected pathways had no apparent induction, or a slight inhibition such as for ‘Jak-STAT’ and ‘Insulin’ signaling pathways, or an evident inhibition as for the ‘SNARE interactions in vesicular transport’ (Figure 4). In the pig, the components of the mammary protein synthesis machinery and those for protein degradation were not largely affected by lactation, particularly for the
'Ribosome', while the other pathways were highly impacted and induced the day after parturition, except for ‘Jak-STAT’ and ‘Insulin’ signaling pathways (Figure 4). As observed previously by analysis of the same dataset but with more time points and using a more strong statistical approach [34], for the bovine mammary gland the components of the protein synthesis machinery were induced just before parturition followed by a continuous reduction, while the charging of amino acids to tRNA appeared to be only slightly induced during lactation. The export of protein, and to a lesser magnitude the ‘Protein processing in the endoplasmic reticulum’, was largely impacted and induced during lactation in this species (Figure 4). The signaling pathways related to protein synthesis in the bovine had a greater impact during lactation compared to the monogastrics, with a clear induction of the ‘Jak-STAT signaling’ and slight inhibition of both ‘mTOR signaling’ and ‘Insulin signaling’ pathways (Figure 4).

A reduction of the protein synthesis machinery was a common feature between the mouse and cow. As discussed above the reduction of the components of the protein synthesis machinery in the cow, but even more importantly in the mouse with its tremendous level of milk protein synthesis per mass of mammary gland (see Table 1), is a curious paradox. In contrast, measurement of the ribosomal proteins in mammary tissue of rabbits and sheep (reviewed in [184]) indicated an increase in quantity and formation of polyribosomes in lactating vs. non-lactating mammary tissue.

The mouse produces a large amount of milk per body weight or per weight of mammary tissue, larger than cow or pig (Table 1). In mice the mammary RNA/DNA ratio increases significantly during lactation [184, 185] and the peak in the percentage of protein in milk is reached at ca. 10 days postpartum [186], but milk yield, and total milk protein yield, increases until the end of lactation (ca. 20 day in milk) [186]. In the mouse mammary gland the amount of protein doubles and the rate of protein synthesis triples from end of pregnancy (18 day of pregnancy or 2 days prior parturition) to the beginning of lactation (3 day in milk), and protein content increases 4-fold and protein synthesis rate increases 8-fold from end of pregnancy to 15 day in milk [65]. Similarly, rat acinar cells have a ca. 9-fold increase in synthesis of secreted proteins and ca. 5-fold increase of non-secreted proteins in early lactation [187]. Interestingly, the moment of maximum protein content of the mouse milk seems to coincide with the greatest inhibition of the ‘Proteasome’ and ‘Ribosome’ pathways (Figure 4).

In the cow the maximum percentage of milk protein occurs at the end of lactation but the milk protein yield reaches a plateau at around 30 day in milk and remains at that level for up to 6 months [4]. As for the mouse and other species (e.g., pig, see [188]) RNA increases around 2-fold at peak lactation relative to pregnancy [189]. In the dairy goat the rate of protein synthesis in mammary tissue increases ca. 7-fold from dry-off to lactation [9]. There are not equivalent data for the bovine, but it is likely that the protein synthesis rate increases during lactation by the same order of magnitude.

Summarizing the above observations, during lactation there is an increase in RNA, an increase in overall protein synthesis rate, but an apparent decrease in the expression of
Figure 4. Top panels: number of differentially expressed genes (DEG; FDR ≤0.10, P-value for each time point vs. first time point in pregnancy ≤0.05) without fold change cut-off or with 2-fold cut-off (i.e., >2-fold). Legend denotes all = all DEG, up = up-regulated DEG, and down = down-regulated DEG with or without 2-fold cut-off. Lower panels: impact and direction of the impact in selected Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG; see http://www.genome.jp/kegg/) pathways from the Dynamic Impact Approach (DIA) analysis (see [89]) of genes differentially expressed from pregnancy to mid- and late-lactation in the mammary gland of the mouse [91], pig [92], and cow [34]. Original data (i.e., bovine) and data downloaded from the GEO Datasets (at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) as reported in the legend of Figure 1 were statistically analyzed using GeneSpring GX7 with time as fixed effect and with overall false discovery rate (FDR) correction. Day 17 of pregnancy (=2 day relative to parturition) was used as first time point in pregnancy instead of the 12 day of pregnancy available (i.e., -9 day relative to parturition) from the mouse dataset in order to have all the species at ca. 90% of the pregnancy term. Datasets containing the FDR correction for the overall time effect plus the fold change and the P-value relative to pregnancy (-2d for mouse, -17d for pig, and -30d for bovine) for each time point were uploaded to DIA for analysis with the following criteria: FDR ≤0.10, P-value ≤0.05, and ≥30% of microarray coverage of genes in pathways and the whole annotated microarray as background.
protein synthesis machinery components. In mice the data also suggest a decrease in protein degradation; however, this does not appear to fully account for the increase in overall protein synthesis due to the concomitant reduction of protein synthesis machinery. In addition, the data also suggest that there is a large decrease in expression of many genes in the mouse (Figure 4), but an overall increase in RNA, which is common to all species. As previously suggested [189], the increase in RNA in lactating mammary gland relative to pregnancy is likely due to the dramatic upsurge in expression of a relatively low number of genes coding for high abundant milk proteins, such as caseins and alpha-lactalbumin, and other genes coding for non-specifically secreted proteins, such as fatty acid binding proteins. Therefore, the increase in total RNA is driven by the large increase in expression of a relatively small number of genes. This is also observed in bovine mammary transcriptomics data as evident from Figure 4 (see also [34]).

The decrease, or lack of increase of expression of ribosomal components despite the evident increase in protein synthesis together with the apparent induction of translation during lactation (see Figure 1 and data from other laboratories review above), led us to infer that the decrease of ribosomal components concomitant with a marked increase in mRNA expression of caseins and other milk-specific proteins (Figure 1) is a mechanism for the mammary gland to prioritize at the translational level mRNA coding for proteins related to milk synthesis and secretion rather than non-milk-specific proteins. This suggestion appears to be supported by previous data in mice and goats where competition between secreted milk proteins was observed. Ectopic expression of sheep beta-globulin in mice reduced the expression of other milk proteins (i.e., transcriptional competition) but the amount of total milk protein did not change suggesting that the protein synthesis machinery was already working at full capacity in the lactating mammary tissue [190]. An overall decrease in milk caseins was observed in transgenic goats ectopically expressing high levels of recombinant human butyrylcholinesterase [191]. However, transgenic cows where expression of β- and κ-casein was ectopically enhanced [192] had a significant (ca. 20%) increase in milk protein with a change in casein composition of the milk. In fact, it was observed a 2-fold increase in κ-casein concentration but only ca. 14% increase of β-casein content compared to non-transgenic cows. Those data are surprising considering the contrasting observations from the mouse and goat discussed above. However, caseins and most of the milk proteins are synthesized in polyribosomes attached to the endoplasmic reticulum [193]. It is possible that the decrease in expression observed for some of the ribosomal components encompasses components of the cytosolic protein machinery and not, or with a lower proportion, of ribosomal components of the endoplasmic reticulum [4]. This, in turn will provide a greater competitive advantage for the translation of milk protein genes compared to other genes not translated by the polyribosomes. In the case of the study in transgenic cows discussed above [192] the greater increase in κ-casein but the smaller increase in β-casein suggests that a competition between the two caseins occurs with a clear advantage toward the κ-casein, probably due to a sequence/structural difference between the two caseins.

Based on the above observations, and particularly for the mouse and to a less extent for the bovine, we propose that the protein synthesis machinery in the mammary gland is
purposely decreased during lactation in order to increase the competitive advantage of milk-specific proteins, such as caseins and other secreted proteins, and perhaps for other non-secreted proteins with a pivotal role in mammary gland biology, such as the fatty acid binding protein. This hypothesis can account for the extremely large increase in expression of those milk-specific genes in lactating mammary gland, not only due to an increase in transcription but also an increase in half-life driven by the elongated poly-A tail. This goes along with the well-defined teleological role of the mammary gland, i.e., to produce milk for the offspring. In addition, this phenomenon appears to further support the fine regulation of protein synthesis by lactating mammary gland. It appears that mammary gland attempts on one hand to achieve a “set” composition of the milk, while on the other hand to conserve as much energy as possible: in addition to the basic inhibition of translation which is overcome by the stimulation of the insulin-mTOR pathway, the lowered availability of protein translation machinery provides limitations that in turn can be overcome only by a large availability of precursors (e.g., AA) and energy. This hypothesis is in accord with the above reported finding of higher milk protein when animals have higher energy and AA availability. Another observation that can be made based on the above data is that, if there is a decreased availability of ribosomes but there is a concomitant increase in translation, then there must be an apparent increase in translational efficiency. This can be partly explained by the formation of polyribosomes, but may include other unknown factors, as well.

This hypothesis has a technical consequence. If transcripts are under strong competition for the translational machinery, this means that a discrepancy between data related to mRNA abundance and data related to protein abundance may be expected. As for the dilution effect in quantitative PCR of stably expressed genes due to the high increase in lactation-specific genes [189], the increase in abundance of milk protein genes decreases the accessibility to translational machinery by low-abundant transcripts. Thus, we should expect that a significant increase in expression of low-abundant transcripts from pregnancy to lactation, concomitant with a large increase in high-abundant transcripts, will probably end up being translated in the lactating mammary tissue to the same or reduced extent compared to pregnancy, while the increase in abundant transcripts will be translated to a higher rate, i.e., resulting in a large increase in protein abundance. This may be an important point to consider in interpreting transcriptomics data of the mammary gland during pregnancy and lactation.

7. Conclusions

The synthesis and secretion of major proteins found in the milk is a complex phenomenon that still needs to be completely understood. It is clear that those proteins are milk-specific with very minor or no expression in other tissues rather that the lactating (or approaching lactation) mammary gland; furthermore, the expression is present almost exclusively in one type of cell (among more than 200 fully differentiated cells known to compose the mammalian organism): mammary epithelial. The investigations so far have clearly shown that the expression of major milk proteins increases dramatically and in a concerted way during the onset of lactation and remain high until lactation declines (with some exceptions,
e.g., LALBA in kangaroo). We know that several hormones, the ECM, and the cell-to-cell interactions play a pivotal role in inducing such adaptation with differences between species. We know that nutrition can affect the quantity of milk proteins, with a pivotal role of energy content in the diet. The effect of energy in the diet is mediated by insulin and recent data strongly support a role for the crosstalk between insulin and mTOR in regulating translation. This regulation is chiefly determined by phosphorylation and, with an apparent less importance, by gene transcription. Finally, we have shown that there is an unexpected decrease in expression of ribosomal proteins. This suggests that, at the least in mouse and cow (with a greater emphasis in the former), there is an apparent overall decrease in the protein synthesis machinery despite the known overall increase in protein synthesis. We propose that this is a mechanism for the mammary epithelial cell to increase competitive advantage for translation of milk-related proteins in order to increase the mammary gland’s primary function: production of milk.

The control of milk synthesis is still far for being understood. We have not discussed in this chapter the use of bioinformatics to uncover transcriptional networks. This is a semi-\textit{in silico} approach (i.e., use of a mixture of real data with available previously published information) that allows to uncover which transcription factors are involved in controlling the transcriptomics adaptation. The transcription factors or transcriptional networks suggested by this approach to be pivotal in controlling milk protein synthesis need to be considered with caution. In fact, that information is not conclusive but only indicative; however, this approach allows opening new horizons of research not previously considered.

We are living in an exciting moment in science. The advent of ‘omics’ tools and, particularly, of the system biology approach, open up new possibilities to investigate the complexity of the mammary adaptations to lactation. The integration of all or some of the available ‘omics’, such as transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, miRNAomics, single nucleotide polymorphisms, epigenomics, and phosphoproteomics, using and integrative systems biology approach, although not feasible at the moment, is probably what we should implement in the future in order to fully understand the biology of organisms [194], including the control of milk protein synthesis in mammary gland of each species of interest.
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